
Your Leader in Heavy Duty Mechanics

welcome to the team
 April new hires

Chad Johnson    Ryan Muldoon
Shaun Murphy

 

Greetings and Salutations: April 2022 was a month of challenges
and growth. We finished Q1 with our strongest numbers ever as a
company. There has been great client feedback on the techs and
ATI Canada as a whole. Each of you play an instrumental role in our
success, with your hard work and professionalism, that you each
portray day in, and day out has not gone unnoticed. 

To better assist you, we have added two additional Field
Supervisors to our organization. I would like to welcome Alex Jurich
and Justin Derrien to our leadership team, both Alex and Justin will
be working a 14/14 schedule for the western region and
collaborating closely with Tom Walters, the Regional Coordinator.

safety moment
No project, no matter how
critical, is worth a lost finger, a
blinded eye, or tragic loss of
life. When safety becomes the
primary guideline for progress,
all parties reap the rewards of a
job well done and done safely.
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Manager's Update
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Refer a mechanic and receive up to
$1500! See page 2 for details on our
current vacancies. 

Please join me in welcoming all our lead hands:

Angus Winton 
Lane Laseur 
Michael Wilkinson 
Dallas Vankoughnett 
Michael Gallagher 
Paul Gutek
James Findlay 

Dillion Wiltshire 
Izak Blouin 
Robert Dunn 
Ryan Mattson 
Geoffrey Sutcliffe 
Tyler Westlin

Thank you for all you do.
Corey Coffey – Director of Operations

referral bonus



northern reg ion

congrats, tyler westlin!
We would like to congratulate Tyler
Westlin for being the Northern
Employee of the Month. He is always
willing to help to make ATI a great
place to work. When we started the
NACG project at Aurora, he worked
with the team to ensure everyone was
where they needed to be from the first
day and stayed connected with Janet
and the NACG team to make sure
everyone is well informed. Tyler is
huge asset to the team and we look
forward to continuing to support him
and his team throughout the year!

western reg ion

congrats, alex fennig!
We would like to congratulate Alex
Fennig for being the Western
Employee of the Month. Alex is a
powerhouse employee who is always
willing to put in the extra work and
always has his hand up for overtime.
Alex’s excellent work habits,
knowledge and attitude have him
heavily respected by his peers and all
Willow Creek mine staff. 
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employees of the month fleet update 

vacancies and transfer opportunities 
ATI is making a major impact on the industry, we continue to grow
and are not slowing down. We have had some great meetings with
our clients and have acquired new Heavy Equipment Technician
positions. 

Ft. McKay
Ruth Lake

Northern Region
CNRL Shop
NACG Shop 

NACG Field 
Morgan Construction Field

Western Region
Conuma Wolverine Field
Conuma Willow Creek Field
CST Coal

If you are interested in a site transfer, please send an email with
updated resume to our HR Manager, Cindy Stanway at
cindy@aticanada.ca. Please note that only those qualified will be
eligible for a transfer as we need to meet equipment specific skill
sets. For new applicants, please email careers@aticanada.ca.
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We had a tough spring season with respects to our fleet; water and
mud were relentless this spring.  However, we are almost back to
full availability of our fleet. To bring you all up to date, we have
purchased 11 new laptops with complete com adapters and
updated software; we expect delivery of these laptops in the next
couple of weeks. We have gotten great feedback from the field on
tools, whether it’s missing tools or just needing better quality. The
field supervisors and coordinators have been actively restocking
trucks with tools, and it has been improving daily. For the techs out
there, these trucks and tools are your bread and butter. The better
we maintain our truck and tools, the stronger we become as the
Leader in Heavy Duty Mechanics.


